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RESONANT CHARGE EXCHANGE IN SLOW COLLISIONSINVOLVING HALOGENS AND OXYGENB. M. Smirnov *Institute for High Temperatures, Russian Aademy of Sienes127412, Mosow, RussiaSubmitted 19 February 2003The oupling of eletron momenta is onsidered for the resonant harge exhange proess in slow ollisions. Be-ause the eletron transfer in this proess ours at large distanes between the olliding atomi partiles, whereion�atom interations are relatively weak, we an separate di�erent types of interation and �nd the haraterof oupling of the eletron momenta in the quasi-moleule onsisting of the olliding ion and its atom for realollision pairs. Sine the real number of interation types for olliding partiles exeeds that used in the lassialHund oupling sheme, there are intermediate ases of momentum oupling outside the standard Hund sheme.This ours for the resonant harge exhange involving halogens and oxygen where the quantum numbers ofthe quasi-moleule in the ourse of the eletron transfer are the total momenta J and j of the olliding ion andatom and the projetion M or MJ of the atom orbital or total momentum on the quasi-moleule axis. Theion�atom exhange interation potential is independent of the ion �ne state, and under these onditions, theresonant harge exhange proess is not entangled with the rotation of eletron momenta, as in the ase �a�of the Hund oupling. The partial ross setion of the resonant harge exhange proess depends on quantumnumbers of the olliding partiles. The average ross setions weakly depend on the oupling sheme.PACS: 31.10.+z, 31.25.-v1. INTRODUCTIONThe proess of resonant eletron transfer in slowollisions of an ion and the parent atom results in tran-sition of a valene eletron from one ore to another.In the simplest ase of the transition of an s-eletron,this proess is determined by the interferene of twoeletron terms of the quasi-moleule onsisting of theolliding ion and the atom. Correspondingly, the prob-ability of this transition is expressed through the energydi�erene for the even and odd quasi-moleule statesand the ross setion of this proess [1℄. In the ase ofthe transition of a p-eletron involving an ion and anatom with un�lled eletron shells, the resonant hargeexhange proess beomes more omplex, beause theeletron transfer an be entangled with the proessesof rotation of eletron momenta and transitions be-tween �ne states of the olliding partiles. One ansimplify the analysis of this proess by onstruting ahierarhy of interations in the quasi-moleule and thushoosing a suitable ase of the Hund oupling [2�4℄ thatorresponds to ertain quantum numbers of the quasi-*E-mail: smirnov�oivtran.iitp.ru

moleule. Although this sheme is related to diatomimoleules when the distane between the nulei is �xed,it an be extended to a quasi-moleule onsisting of ol-liding partiles [5�8℄. Aording to the general methodby Nikitin [5�8℄, the trajetory is then divided into sev-eral parts suh that the Hund oupling of a ertain typeis realized in eah part. If the transition range betweendi�erent ases of the Hund oupling is narrow, one anonstrut the wave funtion of olliding partiles andthe S-matrix of the transition by sewing the wave fun-tions on di�erent sides of the transition range [7℄. Thisallows one to separate di�erent proesses and to �ndthe probabilities for the variation of quantum numbersof the olliding partiles at a given ollision trajetory.This general sheme an be used in the analysisof the resonant harge exhange proess involving anion and an atom with un�lled eletron shells when theeletron momenta an be oupled via di�erent shemes,and the resonant harge exhange proess an thereforebe entangled with other proesses (rotation of the ele-tron momenta and transitions between �ne struturestates) in di�erent ways. Indeed, within the frameworkof the lassial Mulliken sheme of the momentum sum-5 ÆÝÒÔ, âûï. 3 (9) 545



B. M. Smirnov ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 124, âûï. 3 (9), 2003mation [2℄, three types of interations are introduedfor a quasi-moleule: the eletrostati interation Veis responsible for the energy splitting of di�erent an-gular momentum projetions onto the moleule axis;Æf orresponds to the spin�orbit interation and otherrelativisti interations; and the rotational energy orthe Coriolis interation Vrot aounts for the intera-tion between the orbital and spin eletron momentawith the rotation of the moleular axis. Depending onthe ratio between these interation energies, one anonstrut six ases of the Hund oupling [2�4℄; eah ofthese ases orresponds to a ertain sheme of momen-tum summation and is haraterized by ertain quan-tum numbers of the diatomi moleule. These ases areused as model ones in the analysis of some transitionsin atomi ollisions [7�9℄.For the resonant harge exhange in slow ollisions,the eletron transfer from one ore to another proeedsat large distanes between the olliding partiles, whereinterations of di�erent types are weak. This simpli-�es the general analysis of the harge exhange proessand gives an additional experiene in understandingthe momentum oupling. As a result of this analysis,we �nd a number of interations to be atually greaterthan within the framework of the Hund sheme. In-deed, the eletrostati interation Ve inludes the ex-hange interation Vex inside the atom, whih leads toertain orbital momenta L of the atom and l of the ion,and to ertain spins S and s of these atomi partiles,suh that Vex haraterizes the energy splitting of stateswith di�erent quantum numbers LSls. A long-range in-teration U(R) and the ion�atom exhange interation�(R) are added to this. In addition, the �ne split-ting of levels refers to the atom (Æa) and ion (Æi) sep-arately, and ompetition between all these interationsgives rise to many other ases of momentum ouplingompared to the Hund oupling sheme. In analyzingthis problem for real ion�atom systems, we deal witha restrited number of momentum ouplings. Below,we onsider this problem for the resonant harge ex-hange of halogens and oxygen in the ase where theions and atoms are found in the ground state and theollision energies vary from thermal ones up to tensof eletronvolts (this energy range is of interest for alow-temperature plasma).2. ASYMPTOTIC THEORY OF THERESONANT ELECTRON TRANSFERWe �rst formulate a general method to analyze thisproblem. We use the asymptoti theory of the reso-

Table 1. The ases of Hund ouplingHund ase Relation Quantum numbersa Ve � Æf � Vrot �, S, Snb Ve � Vrot � Æf �, S, SN Æf � Ve � Vrot 
d Vrot � Ve � Æf L, S, LN , SNe Vrot � Æf � Ve J , JNnant harge exhange [9�12℄, where the eletron trans-fer has the tunnel harater and large impat parame-ters of ollisions give the main ontribution to the rosssetion of this proess. A reiproal value of a typ-ial impat parameter of ollisions is a small param-eter in the asymptoti theory of the resonant hargeexhange proess. Expanding the ross setion withrespet to this small parameter and restriting our-selves by two expansion terms, we an express the ion�atom exhange interation potential and the ross se-tion through asymptoti parameters of the transferringeletron in an isolated atom and quantum numbers ofthe ion and atom eletron shells. In ontrast to mod-els, the asymptoti theory allows us to �nd the or-ret value of the ross setion with an estimated au-ray. For p-eletron transitions in the ollision energyrange under onsideration, this auray is better than10% [13, 14℄.The asymptoti theory allows us to determine theion�atom exhange interation potential. The rosssetion of the eletron harge exhange is then ex-pressed through the exhange interation potential forgiven quantum numbers of the quasi-moleule onsist-ing of the olliding ion and atom at a given distaneR between them. In onstruting this interation po-tential, we start from the Hund oupling sheme [2�4℄represented in Table 1 together with the quantum num-bers of the quasi-moleule for eah ase of the Hundoupling. We introdue the following notation: L isthe total eletron angular momentum of the moleule,S is the total eletron spin, J is the total eletron mo-mentum of the moleule, n is the unit vetor along themoleular axis, N is the rotation momentum of nulei,� is the projetion of the angular momentum of ele-trons on the moleular axis, 
 is the projetion of thetotal eletron momentum J on the moleular axis, Snis the projetion of the eletron spin on the moleularaxis, and LN , SN , and JN are projetions of these mo-menta onto the diretion of the rotation momentum N546



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 124, âûï. 3 (9), 2003 Resonant harge exhange : : :of the nulei. We take this sheme as a basis in on-sidering the momentum oupling of the quasi-moleuleonsisting of a olliding ion and the parent atom.We note two momentum oupling shemes for theatom and ion [4; 15; 16℄. In the LS sheme, whih is re-alized under the ondition Vex � Æa; Æi, we have LMLSas the quantum numbers of the atom and lms as thequantum numbers of the ion, where L and l are theangular momenta, M and m are their projetions onthe moleular axis, and S and s are the spins of theatom and the ion respetively. In the j�j ouplingsheme for an individual atomi partile, whih oursat Vex � Æa; Æi, we use JMJ as the atom quantumnumbers and jmj as the ion quantum numbers, whereJ and j are the total eletron momenta andMJ andmjare their projetions on the moleular axis for the atomand the ion respetively. These quantum numbers arethe basis for the limiting ases of eletron terms of thequasi-moleule.The possible interation potentials in the quasi-mo-leule under onsideration areVex; UM = QMMR3 ;Um = QMMqmmR5 ; �(R); Æi; Æa; and Vrot: (1)We divide the eletrostati interation Ve in Table 1into four parts: the exhange interation Vex insidethe atom and ion responsible for eletrostati splittingof levels inside the isolated atom and ion with giveneletron shells; the long-range interation UM of theion with the quadrupole atom moment; the long-ran-ge interation Um responsible for splitting of the ionlevel; and the ion�atom exhange interation potential� that determines the resonant harge exhange rosssetion. The �ne splitting Æf of levels in Table 1 iswritten separately for the ion (Æi) and the atom (Æa).Here,M and m are the projetions of the atom and ionangular momenta on the moleular axis, R is the ion�atom distane, Qik is the tensor of the atom quadrupolemoment, and qik is the quadrupole moment tensor ofthe ion. As an be seen, a number of possible ouplingases inreases signi�antly in this desription in om-parison with the lassial ase. Of ourse, a small partof these ases an be realized, and we verify this belowfor ertain ases of the resonant harge exhange.To �nd the suitable momentum oupling sheme, weevaluate the above ion�atom interation potentials atdistanes that determine the resonant harge exhangeross setion. Construting the hierarhy of intera-tions, we �nd the quasi-moleule quantum numbers inthis distane range and the partial ross setions or-responding to these quantum numbers. This allows us

to asertain the momentum summation sheme in slowion�atom ollisions with a resonant eletron transfer.We note that the harater of momentum oupling in-�uenes the value of the average ross setions. Below,we realize this operation for ertain ases of ion�atomollisions where the olliding ion and atom are foundin the ground eletron states.3. HIERARCHY OF ION�ATOMINTERACTIONS FOR HALOGENSWe start with the resonant eletron transfer involv-ing a halogen atom and an ion in the ground eletronstates, X+ +X! X+X+; (2)where X is the halogen atom. In this ase, the atomand ion ground states are (p5)2P and (p4)3P , respe-tively, and all the interations in (1) are therefore real-ized in this ase. In Table 2, we ollet some parametersof the olliding atomi partiles in this ase. We notethat the lower �ne struture states inlude states withthe total eletron momenta j = 2; 1; 0. The parameterÆi in Table 2 is the splitting of the 2P2�2P0 ion lev-els. Next, the value Vex is the splitting between theground ion level 2P2 and the level 1D2 in the notationof the LS momentum oupling sheme. Beause theratio Æi=Vex is small for all ions, the LS momentumoupling sheme is valid in the ion, and we take it as abasis.As a harateristi of the resonant harge exhangeproess, we take the average ross setion �ex of theresonant harge exhange in the ase �a� of the Hundoupling [13, 14, 19℄, and the orresponding impat pa-rameter R0 of ollision is determined from the relation�ex = �2R20: (3)In Table 2, we give the values of R0 (in units of the Bohrradius a0) at the ollision energies 0:1, 1 (in parenthe-ses), and 10 eV (in square brakets). These energiespertain to the laboratory referene frame, where theatom is motionless and the parent ion has the energyindiated. Using these values of R0, we evaluate var-ious interation potentials and refer them to a givenollision energy. The value UM in Table 2 is equal toUM = U00 � U11 = Q00 �Q11R30 = 6e2r25R30 ; (4)where e is the eletron harge and r is the distaneof a valene atomi p-eletron from the nuleus insidethe atom. In Table 2, we list the orresponding values547 5*



B. M. Smirnov ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 124, âûï. 3 (9), 2003Table 2. Parameters of halogen atoms and ions [17; 18℄F Cl Br IÆa, m�1 404 882 3685 7603Æi, m�1 � 490 996 3840 7087Vex, m�1 20873 11654 11410 13727Æi=Vex 0.023 0.085 0.34 0.52R0, a0 11.7(10.6)[9.54℄ 15.1(13.8)[12.3℄ 16.5(15.1)[13.6℄ 19.1(17.2)[15.8℄r2, a20 1.54 4.06 5.22 7.20UM , m�1 253(341)[467℄ 311(407)[575℄ 306(448)[546℄ 272(372)[481℄UM=Æa 0.63(0.84)[1.16℄ 0.35(0.46)[0.65℄ 0.08(0.12)[0.15℄ 0.036(0.049)[0.063℄Vrot, m�1 8.6(30)[106℄ 4.9(17)[60℄ 3.0(10)[36℄ 2.0(7.1)[25℄�(R0), m�1 7.0(23)[78℄ 4.2(14)[46℄ 2.6(8.4)[29℄ 1.8(6.1)[21℄� Energy di�erenes for levels of the states 3P2 and 3P0.of UM and the ratio UM=Æa that is usually less thanunity, and therefore the �ne struture of level splittingis important for proesses involving halogens.If the olliding partiles move along straight traje-tories, the quasi-moleule rotation energy is given byVrot = ~vR0 (5)at losest approah and at the impat parameter R0of the ion�atom ollision, where v is the relative ion�atom veloity. Aording to the data in Table 2, therotation energy is smaller than the other interationpotentials (UM , Æi, Æa). This determines the haraterof momentum oupling in this ase.Based on the above analysis, we an onstrut a hi-erarhy of interations for the quasi-moleule onsistingof a halogen ion and the parent atom at the distanesbetween these partiles that determine the ross setionof resonant harge exhange (2). The following hierar-hy of interations is valid for more or less all halogensin the range of ollision energies 0.1�10 eV:Vex � Æi; Æa � UM � Um; Vrot: (6)In terms of the data in Table 1, this is an intermediatease between ases �a� and �� of the Hund oupling.In addition, we evaluate the exhange ion�atom inter-ation potential �(R) using the formula for the reso-

nant harge exhange ross setion �ex for the transi-tion of an s-eletron [1, 10, 11℄,�ex = �R202 ; (7a)where 1vs�R02 �(R0) = 0:28 (7b)and  is the asymptoti parameter of the wave fun-tion of the transferred valene eletron (�(R) // exp(�R)). From this, we an ompare the exhangeinteration potential�(R0) at the distaneR0 (Eq. (3))with rotation energy (5) of the quasi-moleule at theimpat parameter R0 of ollision and the minimal dis-tane between the olliding ion and atom,�(R0) = 0:28vr 2�R0 = 0:22pR0 Vrot: (8)A small parameter of the asymptoti theory is1R0 � 1: (9)At ollision energies of several eletronvolts, we haveR0 � 10�15, and the above values are therefore om-parable, �(R0) � Vrot. The values of the exhangeinteration potential given in Table 2 on�rm this state-ment.The hierarhy of interations in (6) leads to thequantum numbers LSJMJ lsjmj of the quasi-moleule,548



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 124, âûï. 3 (9), 2003 Resonant harge exhange : : :where L and l are the atom and ion angular momenta,S and s are the atom and ion spins, J and j are thetotal eletron momenta of the atom and ion, and MJandmj are their projetions on the moleular axis. Thewave funtion is then given by	LSJMJ lsjmj = XMMSmms " L S JM MS MJ #�� " l s jm ms mj #�LMSMS lmsms ; (10)where � and  are the respetive wave funtions of theweakly interating atom and ion; the atom (LMSMS)and ion (lmsms) quantum numbers are given with thespin�orbit and other relativisti interations negleted.Guided by the hierarhy (6) of interations, we now�nd positions of the energy levels for the quasi-moleuleunder onsideration and apply this to the ase of halo-gen atoms. In the �rst approah, LSls are the quasi-moleule quantum numbers, and in the ase of halogenatoms, we are restrited by the lowest eletron terms2P for the atom and 3P for the ion. The seond ap-proah gives the quantum numbers J and j of the quasi-moleule with the splitting between the �ne-struturelevels determined by the orresponding values Æa and Æifor the isolated atom and ion. The third approah leadsto the quantum numberMJ of the quasi-moleule, i.e.,the projetion of the total atom eletron moment onthe moleular axis; the splitting between the levels withdi�erent MJ is then determined by the interation ofthe ion harge and the atom quadrupole moment,�U(MJ) == �	LSJMJj lsjmj ����QMMR3 ����	LSJMJj lsjmj� == XMMS QMMR3 " L S JM MS MJ #2 : (11)For the interation of the halogen atom and the ion,X(2P ) + X+(3P ), where X is the halogen atom, thisformula beomes�U(JMJjmj) = V00�2" L S J0 MJ MJ #2��" L S J1 MJ � 1 MJ #21A ; U0 = 2r2a5R3 ; (12)where QMM is the omponent of the quadrupole mo-ment tensor of the atom, ra is the distane of the va-lene eletron from the nuleus, and the bar denotesthe average over eletron positions in the atom.

The fourth approah orresponds to the quantumnumber mj of the quasi-moleule, with the interationpotential between the ion and atom quadrupole mo-menta given by�U(JMJjmj) == 1R5 XMMS QMM " L S JM MS MJ #2 �� Xmms qmm " l s jm ms mj #2 ; (13)where qmm is the omponent of the ion quadrupolemoment tensor. We note that the eletron terms ofthe quasi-moleule under onsideration are degener-ate with respet to the sign of the total momentumprojetions. For the interation of atomi partiles,X(2P ) +X+(3P ), where X is a halogen atom, this for-mula an be rewritten as�U(JMJjmj)V0 = �0�2" L S J0 MJ MJ #2�� " L S J1 MJ � 1 MJ #21A0�2" l s j0 mj mj #2�� " l s j1 mj � 1 mj #21A ; (14)where V0 = 4r2a r2i25R5 (15)and the distanes ra and ri pertain to the atom andion orrespondingly.As an example, we onstrut the lowest-energy lev-els for the hlorine ion�atom system at R = 14a0 thatharaterizes the resonant harge exhange ross se-tion at the ollision energy 1 eV (see Table 2). Atthis distane, the energy of harge�quadrupole intera-tion (Eq. (12)) and quadrupole�quadrupole interation(Eq. (15)) are U0 = 130 m�1 and V0 = 0:6 m�1. Inthis ase, we therefore have the following hierarhy ofinterations (6):Vex � Æi; Æa � UM � �; Vrot � Um: (16)In Table 3, we list the level energies E for hlorinegiven by E = Æi + Æa + UM + "0; (17)where "0 is taken suh that the lowest eletron termhas zero energy E = 0. The quasi-moleule energies549



B. M. Smirnov ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 124, âûï. 3 (9), 2003Table 3. The lowest energy levels E of the quasi-mo-leule Cl+�Cl at the distane R = 14a0 between thenulei. The statistial weight g pertains only to even(or odd) quasi-moleule statesJMJj g �U(MJ), m�1 E, m�132 322 20 �130 032 122 20 130 26032 321 12 �130 69632 121 12 130 95632 320 4 �130 99612 122 20 0 10232 120 4 130 125612 121 12 0 170812 120 4 0 2009in Table 3 pertain to the ground eletron state of theatom and ion, i.e., L = 1, l = 1, S = 1, s = 1=2 forthis term. In this approximation, we inlude the quan-tum numbers JMJj for interating partiles; the stateswith other quantum numbers, i.e., LSls are harater-ized by higher energies. Indeed, the exitation energyof the ion state 1D2 is 11654 m�1 and the exitationenergy of the ion state 1S0 is 27878 m�1; these ionstates pertain to the same eletron shell 3p4. A nonex-ited eletron shell of halogen atoms is haraterizedby one eletron term L = 1, s = 1=2, whih simpli�esthe analysis.The data in Table 3 are obtained with the intera-tion potentials �, Vrot, and Um negleted. These po-tentials give additional quantum numbers for the quasi-moleule, and therefore the auray of the data in Ta-ble 3 is determined by these values: �(R) � Vrot �� 10 m�1 and Um � 1 m�1. In this approximation,the statistial weight of the quasi-moleule states isg = 2 � 2(2j + 1); (18)where the �rst fator aounts for the degenerationwith respet to the sign ofMJ ; the seond fator orre-sponds to the separation of quasi-moleule states into

odd and even ones, and this degeneration is thereforeremoved by the exhange interation �(R), and thethird fator in (18) aounts for the degeneration withrespet to mj , whih is removed by all the negletedinterations �, Vrot, and Um.Thus, the above analysis of the interation of thehalogen ion and atom at large separations shows thatthe harater of eletron momentum oupling di�ersfrom that of the Hund oupling sheme. Along withthe quantum numbers of eletron shells of an isolatedatom and an ion in the framework of the LS ouplingsheme, the quantum numbers of the quasi-moleuleare JjMJ (the total eletron momenta of the atom andthe ion and the projetion of the total atom momen-tum on the moleular axis). Other quantum numbersare mixed due to the rotation energy Vrot, exhange �,and quadrupole�quadrupole interation potentials Umbetween the atom and the ion.4. ION�ATOM EXCHANGE INTERACTIONFOR HALOGENSWe now determine the exhange ion�atom intera-tion potential that allows us to evaluate the resonantharge exhange ross setion. For this, we representthe wave funtion of the atom having n valene ele-trons with the momentum le in the framework of theLS oupling sheme as [15; 16; 20℄�LSMLMS (1; 2; : : : ; n) == 1pnP̂ Xlmsms�� GLSls (le; n) " le l L� m ML #�� " 12 s S� ms MS #'le 12��(1) lsmms(2; : : : ; n); (19)where �,  , and ' are the respetive wave funtionsof the atom, the ion, and the valene eletron with thequantum numbers indiated; � and � are the proje-tions of the angular momentum and spin of the valeneeletron; the argument of the wave funtion indiatesthe eletrons ontained by this atomi partile; the op-erator bP permutes the eletrons; and the parentage o-e�ient GLSls (le; n) is responsible for addition of thevalene eletron to the ion for onstrution of an atomfor given quantum numbers of these atomi partiles.The exhange interation potential is givenby [8; 12℄�(R) = 2D	1 ��� bH���	2E�� 2D	1 ��� bH���	1E h	1 j1j	2i ; (20)550



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 124, âûï. 3 (9), 2003 Resonant harge exhange : : :where 	1 is the wave funtion of the quasi-moleulewith the valene eletron loated near the �rst ore (theatom is loated near the �rst nuleus), 	2 orrespondsto the atom loation near the seond nuleus, and bHis the Hamiltonian of eletrons. We note that an au-rate evaluation of this interation requires the auratewave funtions of the quasi-moleule that aount forthe interation of the valene eletron with both oressimultaneously; this is ahieved in the framework of theasymptoti theory. Using the general method to evalu-ate the exhange interation potential �(R) similarlyto the ase �a� of the Hund oupling in [12, 14, 19, 21℄,we obtain�(R) = n �GLSls �2 �� X�mm0MM 0��0msm0sm00sMSM 0Sm000m000s " le l L� m0 M #24 12 s S� m0s MS 35�
� " L S JM MS MJ #" l s jm ms mj #�� " le l L� m00 M 0 #24 12 s S�0 m00s M 0S 35�� " L S JM 0 M 0S MJ #�� " l s jm000 m000s mj #�le�: (21)We here aount for the harater of oupling of theeletron momenta in the quasi-moleule, suh that theatomi ore quantum numbers lsm0m0s and the valeneeletron atomi numbers le� 12� are �rst summed in theatomi quantum numbers LSMLMS , and the atomquantum numbers are then summed over the quan-tum numbers LSJMJ , and the ion quantum numberslsmms are summed over the ion quantum numbers lsj.We sum or average over the other quasi-moleule quan-tum numbers and use the relationsXmmsm000m000s " l s jm ms mj # " l s jm000 m000s mj # = 1;X��0m0sm00s 24 12 s S� m0s MS 35 24 12 s S�0 m00s M 0S 35 == ÆMSM 0S

for the Clebsh�Gordan oe�ients. In Eq. (21), �le�is the one-eletron exhange interation potential thatorresponds to the ase where a valene eletron withthese quantum numbers is loated in the �eld of twostrutureless ores and has the same asymptoti wavefuntion as in real atoms. As a result, we obtain byanalogy with [6, 12, 14, 19, 21℄ that�(le�; ls; LS; JMJj; R) = n �GLSls �2 �� X�mMMS " le l L� m M #2 �� " L S JM MS MJ #2�le�(R); (22)where the argument ontains the quantum numbers ofthe quasi-moleule and the distane R between the in-terating ion and atom. This formula redues the prob-lem of the exhange interation between an atom andan ion with un�lled eletron shells to the transition ofone eletron between strutureless ores. It is impor-tant that the exhange interation potential is indepen-dent of the ion moment j.The one-eletron exhange interation potential�le� is given by [6, 8, 12, 22℄�le�(R) = A2R2=�1�j�j exp��R � 1��� (2l + 1)(le + j�j)!(le � j�j)! j�j!()j�j : (23)It dereases with the inrease of � as R�j�j. Here, leand � are quantum numbers of the valene eletron and and A are the parameters of the asymptoti wavefuntion of this eletron. This formula ontains the�rst term of the asymptoti expansion over the smallparameter 1=R for the ion�atom exhange interationpotential at large distanes between the nulei.From (22), we thus obtain the exhange interationpotential involving the halogen atom X(2P ) and its ionX+(3P ),�(le�; ls; LS; JMJj; R) = 3�10(R)��XM " 1 1 10 M M #2 " 1 1=2 JM MJ �M MJ #2 == 3�10(R)2 " 1 1=2 J1 MJ � 1 MJ #2 ; (24)where we extrat the dominant term in the sum in (22)that is proportional to �10(R) (see Eq. (23)). In Ta-ble 4, we give the values of the exhange interationpotential for the ground eletron states of the halogen551



B. M. Smirnov ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 124, âûï. 3 (9), 2003Table 4. The exhange interation potential �(R) for the halogen atom and ion in the ground eletron states,Cl(2PJMJ ) + Cl+(3Pj), and di�erent states of the �ne struture JMJj for these partiles. The total energy E of thesestates (Table 3) refers to the distane R = 14a0 between the nulei and is obtained in negleting the quadrupole�quad-rupole ion�atom interation and the rotation energy of the quasi-moleuleJMJj �(R) �, m�1 E, m�1 �ex, Å2" = 0:1 eV �ex, Å2" = 1 eV �ex, Å2" = 10 eV32 322 32�0 87 0 110 92 7632 122 12�0 29 260 93 77 6232 321 32�0 87 696 110 92 7632 121 12�0 29 956 93 77 6232 320 32�0 87 996 110 92 7612 122 �0 58 1012 104 86 7132 120 12�0 29 1256 93 77 6212 121 �0 58 1708 104 86 7112 120 �0 58 2009 104 86 71atom X(2PJ ) and ion X+(3Pj) with di�erent �ne-stru-ture quantum numbers for these partiles.To demonstrate these results, we return to theabove example of the interation Cl(2P ) +Cl+(3P ) atthe distane R = 14a0 between the nulei. The energysplittings between even and odd quasi-moleule statesare �10 = 14 m�1 and �11 = 2:0 m�1 if we onsiderthe ores strutureless. Table 4 ontains the valuesof the exhange interation potential under these on-ditions for given quantum numbers of the interatingpartiles. We ignore the quadrupole�quadrupole ion�atom interation and the rotation energy; the energyof the even or odd state with given quantum numbersis E ��(R)=2. The data in Table 4 on�rm the abovehierarhy of interations between halogen atoms andtheir ions.5. RESONANT CHARGE EXCHANGE FORHALOGENSThe above results allow us to determine the reso-nant harge exhange ross setion in slow ollisions ofhalogen atoms and their ions in the ground eletron

states. To determine the partial ross setion of theresonant harge exhange, we use the asymptoti for-mula [10, 11℄ (see Eq. (8))�res = �R202 ; where 1vs�R02 �(R0) = 0:28; (25)where v is the ollision speed and the asymptoti oe�-ient  is expressed through the atom ionization poten-tial I as  = p2I in atomi units (also see Eq. (23)).Equation (25) is valid for s-eletron transitions or inthe ase where eletron transfer transitions for stateswith given quantum numbers an be separated fromother transitions. In partiular, the partial ross se-tions of resonant harge exhange are given in Table 4for hlorine.We introdue the resonant harge exhange rosssetion averaged over �ne states assuming the initialpopulation of atom and ion �ne states to be propor-tional to their statistial weights,552



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 124, âûï. 3 (9), 2003 Resonant harge exhange : : :Table 5. The average ross setions (in 10�15 m2) for the halogen atom and ion in the ground eletron states,X(2P ) + X+(3P ) at the indiated ollision energies " in the laboratory referene frame for hierarhy (6) of interationsand in the ase �a� of the Hund oupling [13, 19℄ (in parentheses)" = 0:1 eV " = 1 eV " = 10 eVF ( = 1:132; A = 1:6) 6.2 (6.0) 5.1 (4.9) 4.1 (4.0)Cl ( = 0:976; A = 1:8) 10 (10) 8.7 (8.4) 7.1 (6.9)Br ( = 0:932; A = 1:8) 13 (12) 11 (10) 8.9 (8.2)I ( = 0:876; A = 1:9) 16 (16) 14 (13) 12 (11)�ex = 13�ex �32 ; 32�++ 13�ex �32 ; 12�+ 13�ex�12 ; 12� ; (26)where the atom quantum numbers J andMJ are givenin the partial ross setion argument. If we expand theresonant harge exhange ross setion with respet tothe small parameter 1=R, keep only two terms in theexpansion, and take Eq. (24) into aount, we an writeEq. (25) for average ross setion (26) as�res = �R202 ; (27a)where 2:7v s�R02 �00(R0) = 0:28 (27b)and �00(R) is the ion�atom exhange interation po-tential for the transferred s-eletron with the givenasymptoti parameters  and A of its wave funtion.This value is related to the one-eletron exhange in-teration potential �10(R) for a transferred p-eletronby�10(R) = 3�00(R) in aordane with (23). Table 5ontains the average ross setions of resonant hargeexhange for halogen atoms and their ions in the groundeletron state, X(2P ) + X+(3P ), for hierarhy (6) ofinterations for the quasi-moleule onstituted by theolliding atom and ion. These ross setions pratiallyoinide with the average ross setions for the ground�ne states of the olliding partiles, i.e., for the proessX(2P3=2) + X+(3P2). Thus, averaging over �ne statesof the ground eletron states and over momentum pro-jetions of the ground �ne state of olliding partilesleads to results that are lose to eah other. In addi-tion, these data are ompared with the ross setions inthe ase �a� of the Hund oupling taken from [13, 14℄.As follows from the omparison, the real hierarhy ofinterations in a quasi-moleule inreases the resonant

harge exhange ross setion by several perent om-pared with the ase �a� of the Hund oupling.One more peuliarity of the resonant harge ex-hange for momentum oupling follows from hierarhy(6) of interations. The exhange interation poten-tial that determines the ross setion of this proessis given by (24), where we restrit to only a transi-tion of a p-eletron with zero momentum projetionon the moleular axis. As follows from this formula,suh states are present in any �ne-struture state, andwe an therefore neglet the transition of the eletronwhose momentum projetion on the moleular axis isunity. We note that in ontrast to the ase �a� of theHund oupling, where rotation of the moleular axisleads to transitions between states with di�erent mo-mentum projetions on the moleular axis, suh transi-tions are absent in the ase of halogen atoms and ionsbeause of separation of �ne-struture states by energy.Next, we evaluate the resonant harge exhange rosssetion with the momentum oupling of the transferredeletron with momenta of atomi ores taken into a-ount. We an estimate the error in the ross setionsif we ompare the ross setions with and without themomentum oupling taken into aount. We take ap-eletron that has the same asymptoti parameters asvalene eletrons of halogen atoms, but is loated in the�eld of strutureless ores. For the resonant harge ex-hange ross setion in hlorine at the respetive ener-gies 0:1, 1, and 10 eV, we then obtain the values 87, 71,and 57Å2 instead of those in Table 5. We see that ig-noring the oupling between the momenta of the trans-ferred eletron and atomi ores leads to a signi�anterror.Thus, it follows from the above analysis that in theourse of ollision and eletron transfer, a quasi-mole-ule onsisting of the olliding halogen ion and atomis haraterized by the quantum numbers JMJj, andtransitions between these states are absent during the553



B. M. Smirnov ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 124, âûï. 3 (9), 2003Table 6. The interation potentials for the system O+(4S3=2)�O(3PJMJ ) at R = 12a0 and the partial ross setions�ex of resonant harge exhange at the indiated ollision energy "JMJ a(JMJ) �(JMJ) E, m�1 �, m�1 �ex, Å2" = 0:1 eV �ex, Å2" = 1 eV �ex, Å2" = 10 eV22 �1 43�1 0 6.8 63 51 4021 1/2 23�0 153 20 77 62 4920 7/6 89�0 220 27 81 66 5211 1/2 23�0 311 20 77 62 4910 �1=2 23�1 209 4.4 56 44 3400 1/3 49�0 363 13 72 57 45eletron transfer. The partial ross setions of resonantharge exhange depend on quantum numbers, whereasthe average ross setions for the orret sheme of mo-mentum oupling and in the ase �a� of the Hund ou-pling are lose to eah other.6. RESONANT CHARGE EXCHANGE FOROXYGENWe now onsider one more example of resonantharge exhange with a p-eletron transition,O+(4S) +O(3P )! O(3P ) +O+(4S); (28)involving the oxygen atom and ion in the ground ele-tron states. Construting the hierarhy of interations(1) in this ase, we take the previous ase in Eq. (6)as a basis, with the quantum numbers JMJ of thequasi-moleule onsisting of the olliding partiles. Inaordane with (12), the interation potential of theion harge with the atom quadrupole moment is thengiven by�U(JMJ) = 2r2a5R3 ��0�2" 1 1 J0 MJ MJ #2�" 1 1 J1 MJ�1 MJ #21A == 2r2a5R3 a(JMJ); (29)where we use the same notation as in (12); the val-ues a(JMJ) are ontained in Table 6. It follows from

(22) that instead of Eq. (24) for the ion�atom exhangeinteration potential for halogens, the exhange inter-ation potential for oxygen is given by�(JMJ ; R) == 43X� " 1 1 J� MJ � � MJ #2�1�(R); (30)with the oe�ients in this formula given in Table 6.We note that the exitation energies of oxygen atom�ne states from the ground �ne state 3P2 are 158 m�1for the state 3P1 and 220 m�1 for the state 3P0 .These values are omparable to the long-range ion�quadrupole interation potential (29) at distanes thatgive the main ontribution to the resonant harge ex-hange ross setion. Hene, we have an intermedi-ate ase of momentum oupling for oxygen, and in theabove halogen example with Æa � �U , the quantumnumbers of the quasi-moleule are JMJj, while in theother limiting ase where Æa � �U , the quantum num-bers of the quasi-moleule are JMj (where M and MJare the projetions of the orbital and total atom mo-mentum on the quasi-moleule axis). We onsider the�rst limiting ase below; Table 6 ontains the values ofthe quasi-moleule energies E alulated in aordanewith Eq. (17), where we aount for the �ne-struturesplitting of levels and harge-quadrupole ion�atom in-teration in the limit Æa � �U . The energies are takenat the ion�atom distane R = 12a0 that orrespond-ing to the impat parameters typial of the resonantharge exhange ross setion at the ollision energy554



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 124, âûï. 3 (9), 2003 Resonant harge exhange : : :Table 7. The ion�atom exhange interation potential for the quasi-moleule O+(4S3=2)� O(3PJ ) with its quantumnumbers given by J and M (the total atom momentum and the projetion of the atom orbital momentum on the mole-ular axis) and the partial resonant harge exhange ross setions �ex for the indiated quantum numbers and ollisionenergies " in the laboratory referene frameJM �(JMJ ) �ex, Å2" = 0:1 eV �ex, Å2" = 1 eV �ex, Å2" = 10 eV20 209 �11 69 56 4021 109 �10 84 68 5510 43�11 63 51 4511 23�10 77 62 4900 49�11 51 41 3101 29�10 63 50 38about 1 eV. We note that rotation energy (5) is 29 m�1under these onditions and exeeds or is omparable tothe exhange interation potential.The average resonant harge exhange ross se-tion is�ex = 29�ex(22) + 29�ex(21) + 19�ex(20) ++ 29�ex(11) + 19�ex(10) + 19�ex(00); (31)where the quantum numbers of the �ne-struture atomstate are given in parentheses, and we assume the popu-lation of these states to be proportional to their statis-tial weights. If we neglet the eletron transitions dueto rotation of the moleular axis, we obtain by analogywith Eqs. (25) and (27) that the average ross setionis given by �res = �R202 ; (32a)where 2:9v(R0)1=3s�R02 �00(R0) = 0:28 (32b)and we use the same notation as in (25) and (27). Ave-raging the ross setions in Table 6 in aordane with(31) and (32) gives the values 71, 57, and 45Å2 forthe average ross setion of resonant harge exhangeat the respetive ollision energies 0.1, 1, and 10 eV.On the other hand, the respetive ross setions in the

ase �a� of the Hund oupling are given by 73, 60,and 48Å2 [13; 14℄. Similarly, for the partial ross se-tions for the ground �ne-struture state, i.e., for theproess O+(4S3=2) + O(3P2), we obtain the values 72,55, and 46Å2 at the respetive ollision energies 0.1, 1,and 10 eV; the di�erene of these average ross setionsfrom the above average ross setions does not exeedtheir auray. Next, if we ignore the oupling of thetransferred eletron with ores, i.e., if we onsider thetransition of a p-eletron between strutureless ores atthe same asymptoti parameters of the eletron wavefuntion as in the above ases, we obtain the values 64,51, and 40Å2 for the average ross setions of resonantharge exhange at the indiated ollision energies.The other limiting ase of the interation hierar-hy, Æa � U0, between the �ne splitting of atom lev-els and the ion�atom quadrupole interation potentialleads to the moleular quantum numbers JMj, whereM is the projetion of the atom angular momentum onthe quasi-moleule axis. In this limiting ase, Eq. (22)for the ion�atom exhange interation potential for pro-ess (28) beomes�(R) = 43 X�MS " 1 1 1� M � � M #2 �� " 1 1 JM MS MS +M #2�1�(R); (33)555



B. M. Smirnov ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 124, âûï. 3 (9), 2003Averaging the ross setions in Table 7 over �ne statesof the ground eletron state gives the values 70, 56, and44Å2 for the average ross setion of resonant hargeexhange at the respetive ollision energies 0.1, 1, and10 eV. For the ground �ne state J = 2, these valuesare 79, 64, and 50Å2, respetively. In this ase, theaverage ross setion di�ers from that for the lowest�ne state. Next, with the logarithmi dependene ofthe ross setion on the ollision veloity taken into a-ount, we obtain that instead of (32), the ross setionaveraged over �ne states is given by�res = �R202 ; (34a)where 2:6v(R0)1=3s�R02 �00(R0) = 0:28; (34b)whih di�ers from Eq. (32) only slightly. We �nd thatthe average ross setions are lose to those for the ase�a� of the Hund oupling. But the partial ross se-tions an be di�erent in these ases.7. CONCLUSIONStudying the harater of momentum oupling forthe resonant harge exhange proess in slow ollisions,we have found that the number of real ases of mo-mentum oupling is onsiderably larger than that fol-lowing from the lassial Hund sheme of momentumoupling. Construting the hierarhy of interationsfor the quasi-moleule onsisting of the olliding ionand atom has allowed us to �nd a suitable sheme ofmomentum oupling. The strongest interation for notheavy atoms is the exhange interation of eletronsinside these atomi partiles, and therefore the quasi-moleule quantum numbers for the ion and atom ele-tron shells are LSls (the orbital momentum and spin ofthe atom and the same quantum numbers for the ion).For halogen and oxygen, the rotation energy Vrot of ol-liding partiles is small ompared to the �ne splittingof the atom (Æa) and ion (Æi) levels; it is also small om-pared to the long-range harge�quadrupole interationU between the ion and the atom. Hene, the resonantharge exhange proeeds at ertain quantum numbersJMJj or JMj depending on the ratio Æa=U (where Jand j are the total atom and total ion momenta andM and MJ are the projetions of the atom orbital andtotal atom momenta on the quasi-moleule axis). This
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